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Readers of this section should have a thorough understanding of the assumed


stress field-minimum complimentary energy method for computing finite element 
stiffness and stress matrices. This method was originally proposed in 1964 
by T.H.H. Pian, Reference 1 . The basic theoretical procedure and the assump­
tions associated with the SPAR/K2D implementation of the Pian method are 
presented in Reference 2 . This section documents the K2D-series of subroutines 
for computing stiffness and stress matrices for two-dimensional finite elements. 
K2D can accommodate the following:


* 3- and 4-node element geometries,


* membrane, plate bending, uncoupled membrane + bending, and


coupled membrane + bending constitutive relations, and


* quadrilateral elements with node 4 positioned slightly outside


the x-y plane of the element reference frame.


As discussed in References 1 and 2, the following three principal computa- ­
tional tasks are required: 
1. Compute the internal strain energy matrix, H, such that


V = B* H B,


2. Compute the boundary work matrix, T, such that


W = B T q, and 
3. Form the element stress matrix H- IT and the element stiffness
 

matrix = T H-T.


• Ref. 1. Pian, T.H.H., "Derivation of Element Stiffness Matrices by


Assumed Stress Distributions, AIAA J. 2, 1333-1336 (1964).


























TGEN driver routine HGEN driver routine


TTGEN HGEND compute membrane 
TT6X3 set up boundary and/or bending 
TTlOX3 stress resultant energies 
RGEN functions 
TCB HMBGEN compute membrane-
AGEN 1 set up boundary bending coupling nm 
ATD deform, functions ITQUAD integrate x y 
NNA ] integrate and DSUM over element area 
transform to SYMVRT invert H 
CXA element coordinates 





Node 4 lies out Element


of the x-y plane
 

Stress Matrix = T -l
Transformed Boundary Work, 
 








The following inputs are supplied through the K2D calling sequence:


A 	 Upper triangular portion (stored by column) of the


element stress-strain relation. The following
















YY a3 a5 ] [ (2)

Y Y.sym . a6 Y 




























Coupled Membrane + Bending

Ex a1 a2 a4 a7 a11 a16 Nx


y 5 a 8 12 a17 N


S a6 a9 13 18 N (4)

yx 	 a10 a14 a19
 Mx 
Yy a15 a20 My 








Nxy aI sx (5) 
XX(2, NSIDES), 	 XX(I,J) = direction-I position of node J,


relative to the element reference frame


NSIDES, either 3 or 4


NBM = number of assumed membrane stress resultant coefficients 
(maximum = 10) 






ISHELL = 0, no membrane-bending coupling


j 0, membrane-bending coupling in A


X34 	 = out-of-plane Z location of node 4


IX34 	 = 0, no out-of-plane transformation


> 0, transform T to account for non-zero X34


The following arrays are returned through the K2D calling sequence:








STM (NBT,NQT) = element stress matrix,


NBT = NBM + NBB, and


NQT = order of the stiffness matrix.


The following error conditions are returned through the common block ERRK2D








4HISNG n H matrix singularity, row n


4HNEGD n n negative diagonal terms


encountered computing H- 1


4HCORE n n additional core locations


required in array W








The procedure incorporated in K2D is outlined below.


Step A. (K2D line numbers 20 through 31)


Set up the assumed membrane stress resultant distribution


via data statements. The arrays IBM, BM, IXYM, and XYM
 







Nx[b 3 b6 b:'4 b10  b8 0 
N = b2 b5 b7 b9 bo10  0 y (6)


0 0 -2b10 x2







For the preceding equation, IBM and BM characterize the


matrix of b's as


IBM= 3l 6 4 10 8 01 ,and


[2 5 7 9 1


3M = [1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 01 
1. 1. 1. 1. 0


-1. -1. 0. 0. -2.]


XYM and IXYM characterize the vector of x's and y's. For


the Jth term, IXYM (1,J) is the exponent of x, IXYM (2,J) is








Vector IXYM(1,J) IXYM(2,J) XYM(J)


1 0 0 1.


x 1 0 1.


y2 0 1 1.

x 2 0 1.

y2 0 2 1.






If P(I) = I-hmembrane stress, resultant 
(i.e. P(1) = Nx, P(2) = Ny, P(3) = NXY), 









= n, and 
= m, then 
P(I) = P(I) + bk * C Z xn ym, for J = 1, 6. (7) 
For current applications, Z=1.0 for all values of J. This

is evident from the dataed array XYM. Provisions for two





Current dimensions permit a maximum of 10 membrane stress

resultant coefficients. The input variable NBM controls

the selection of 10 or less. Note that

NBM = 1 = pure shear stress distribution, used

for E44 elements, and





Step B. (K2D line numbers 33 through 48)

Set up the assumed plate bending stress resultant distri­
buting via data statements. Similar to the membrane











My b2 0 b5 0 b7 0 b13 b15 b11 0 x 






-b8 b 14 
-b 9 b 
-b15 b10  0 


















Step C. (K2D line number 50)


Set up degree-of-freedom (DOF) indicators


NQM (1) = 3 = 3-node membrane DOF's


NQM (2) = 5 = 4-node membrane DOF's


NQB (1) = 6 = 3-node plate element DOF's


NQB (2) = 9 = 4-node plate element DOF's


Step D. (K2D line numbers 52 through 61)


Set up MAPM(4,5) = membrane DOF map and MAPB(4,5)


= plate bending DOF map.


MAPM(I,J) = membrane degree-of-freedom associated


with direction-J motion of node I.


MAPB(I,J) = bending degree-of-freedom associated


with direction-J motion of node I.


J = 1, 2, 3 = displacement in direction-J


J = 4, 5 = rotation about axis J-3.


Step E. (K2D line numbers 62 through 64)


Initialize error indicators, AERR and NERR.


IWARP = 0 eliminates the possibility of activating


alternative boundary work calculations concerning


warped boundaries. All warped element considerations


are handled by the routine WARPT.


Step F. (K2D line numbers 66 through 71)


Set up the nodal intrinsic position coordinate array,


X(2,4). For 3-node elements:


X(I,4) = X(I,3), I= 1,2. 
Step G. (K2D line numbers 72 through 99)


Set up the following quantities:


NBOTH = 0, membrane or bending alone 
NBOTH = 1, membrane plus bending 







NXM = order of the vector XYM


NXB = order of the vector XYB


NQT = number of element degrees of freedom


MAPQ(4,5) = 	 element degree-of-freedom map


MAPQ(I,J) = element DOF associated


with direction-J motion of node I.












by calling HGEN. H 1 is stored in the array W


beginning at location IH.


Step I. (K2D 	 line numbers Ill through 117)


Set up NI(4) and NJ(4). Side K of the element is


bounded by nodes NI(K) and NJ(K). The following table


summarizes NI and NJ.


3-Node Elements 4-Node Elements


K NI(K) NJ(K) NI(K) NJ(K)


1 1 3 1 4


2 3 2 4 3








Step J. (K2D 	 line number 120)


Compute the element boundary work matrix, T, by calling








Step K. (K2D 	 line number 123) 






Step L. (K2D 	 line number 126)











ELENENT STRAIN ENERGY 
For a coupled membrane - plate bending finite element formulation,














. 4_ . (9) 
The assumed stress resultant distributions for the element are 
F = P Bm, and 
Fb Pb Bb' where (10) 
Bm = (bI b 2 .bNBM) = vector of membrane stressresultant coefficients










NBM and NBB represent the number of membrane and bending stress resultant






of the general form xnym 
The element strain energy is expressed in terms of the following area 
integral 
V 11/2 J[Fm FbJ [A A2 FmF1 dArea, or 
Area L 2 A~ J Lbi 






























For a membrane-plate bending coupled element, H is computed according




















Membrane Stress Bending Stress


Resultant Distribution, Resultant Distribution,




























For a pure membrane, plate bending, or uncoupled element formulation only








HGEN (PARENT ROUTINE = K2D)


The following inputs are supplied through the HGEN calling sequence:








X(2,4) - nodal position coordinates








XYM, IXYM, XYB, IXYB, IBM, BM, IBB, RB = 
arrays characterizing the assumed membrane and 
bending stress resultant distributions (see K2D) 




 no membrane-bending coupling in AA
 
# 0, membrane-bending coupling in AA


NBT = 	NBM + NBB


HGEN directs the computation of the element strain energy matrix inverse


H(NBT,NBT). H is returned through the HGEN calling sequence.


The procedure incorporated in HCEN is outlined below.


Sp 	 (GEN line number 8) 
Set up via the data statement:








NSM =3, number of rows in IBM and BM


NSB =5, number of rows in IBB and BB


Step B. 	 (HGEN line numbers 9 and 10) 









QT(I,J) - fx l -1) y(J-1) dArea. 
fArea 
If IQT(I,J) = 0, QT(I,J) is not computed. 
# 0, -QT(I,J) is computed. 
Step C, (HGEN line number 11 through 13)


XX(I) and YY(I) are the x and y positions








Step D. (HGEN line numbers 15 through 17)


Initialize H to zero.


Step E. (HGEN line numbers 19 through 49)


Set up A(3,3,3), the three stress-strain matrices


stored in rectangular fashion. Entries to A are


extracted from the input array AA. See Eq. 9.


El. (HGEN line number 25)


For NBM=1 a shear panel formulation is implemented,


and the stress-strain relation consists of a single


term as shown in the following equation:


Nxy = A(1) s Icy 
E2. (HGEN line numbers 27 through 33)


A(I,J,I) = membrane stress-strain matrix


E3. (HGEN line numbers 34 through 42)


A(I,J,3) = bending stress-strain matrix


E4. (HEN line numbers 43 through 48)








StepF. (HGEN line numbers 53 through 59)


Compute the membrane contribution to H by 
calling HGEND. Locations within the temporary 
array W are assigned for storing Pm" 
Step G. (HGEN line numbers 61 through 67) 
Compute the bending contribution to H by 
calling HGEND. Locations within the temporary 
array W are assigned for storing Pb" 
Ste . (HGEN line numbers 69 and 70) 
Compute the membrane-bending coupling contri­
bution to H by calling HMBGEN. 
Sep (HGEN line number 73) 




HGEND (PARENT ROUTINE = HGEN)


The following inputs are supplied through the HGEND calling sequence:


NB = 	 number of assumed stress coefficients.


For membrane energy, NB = NBM.


For plate-bending energy, NB = NBB.


INCB = 	 stress coefficient increment.


For membrane energy, INCB = 0.


For plate-bending energy, INCB = NBM.


NBT = total number of assumed stress


"oefficients = NBM + NBB.


C(NC,NC) = 	 stress-strainimatrix


XY(NX), IXY(NX) I define the assumed stress


IB(NS,NX), B(NS,NX)J distribution (see K2D)


INCC = 	 increment for locating the beginning 
stress resultant row number within B 
and IB. INCC = 0 for current applications. 
The following arrays are returned through the HGEND calling sequence:


IPX 1 These arrays define the assumed stress


IPY distribution in a configuration that is


P ] convenient for computing H terms.


H(NBT,NBT). 	 Contributions to the element strain








The procedure incorporated in HGEND is outlined below:


Step A. (HGEND line numbers 11 through 26) 
The input stress-resultant distribution 
matrices (XY, IXY, B, and IB) are 
rearranged for computing strain energy 
terms. The input matrices characterize 









IB and B 
XY and IXY--
The following arrangement is used for 










SNS pNS,1NNS, ... pN B bNS 
P, IPX, and IPY 
th 
In the above equation b. is the a--stress 
coefficient and P i is of the general form 
n m 
a x y. 
K2D-17 
The terms of P, IPX, and IPY are extracted 
n m 











Step B. (HGEND line numbers 28 through 47) 
Compute contributions to H of the form 
IPCP dArea, see Eqs. 11 and 13. 
Area 
BI. (HGEND line numbers 29 through 31) 
IH and JH are the row/column designation 
within H. 
INCB 
H(IH,JH) =H J=1,NB -I=INB J=J+INCB 
I=1NB 
B2. (HGEND line numbers 34 through 44) 
A typical term in the integral is 
H(IH,JH) = H(IH,JH) + PC fx MX 
Area 
yMY dArea (16) 
K2D-18 







computed, ITQUAD is called. The common


block /CK2D1/ is used to transfer the








HMBGEN (PARENT ROUTINE = HGEN)


The following inputs are supplied through the EMBGEN calling sequence:














IPXH 1 arrays characterizing the assumed








IPXB ] arrays characterizing the assumed








NBT = NBM + HBB = order of the H matrix 
Contributions to the element strain energy associated with coupled membrane­

bending action are computed by HMBGEN and inserted in H(NBT,NBT).


The procedure incorporated by HMBGEN is outlined below:


Step A. (HMBGEN line numbers 12 through 30)

















Al. (HMBGEN line numbers 13 through 15) 









A2. (HMBGEN line numbers 18 through 28)


A typical term in the integral is


H(IH,JH) = H(IH,Jl) + PC 'x NX yNY dArea (17) 
fArea 
As in HGEND, the value of the integral











SYMVRT (PARENT ROUTINE = HGEN)


The following inputs are supplied through the SYMVRT calling sequence:


A(N,N) = symmetric matrix 
NHD = dimension of A. The maximum 
for NHD is 30 due to current 
dimensions of the temporary 
arrays B and T. 






Error conditions encountered during inversion are returned through the


common block /ERRK2D/. If AERR = ISNG, NERR contains the row number of


A at which a singularity is encountered. This constitutes an exit


condition; the matrix inversion is terminated. If AERR = NEGD, NERR


contains the number of negative diagonal terms encountered during








QUADRILATERAL AREA INTEGRATOR 




form x ym over an arbitrarily shaped quadrilateral surface.












1(0,0) 2(x2 '0) 
















 ym dx dy 
 ; Y=Y4 









I 4 fJxnYm dxd y4 













A and A3 integrals are transformed to relative coordinates, so that 






















(x2 + n y xy;x dyy --Y'= -
3 -x2 
x (23) 











+ i)n (a + d-x . (25) 
K2D-24 
















(a + b) C X + C 2 x + ... er+2 . 
















A 2 = (n+m+2) (nu-l) (28) 
The routines used to implement this quadrilateral integration procedure








ITQUAD (PARENT ROUTINES = HGEND'and HMBGEN)








X(4) X(I) and Y(I) are the x and. y locations


Y(4) of node I


N exponent of x


M exponent of y


ITQUAD directs the computation of








AXNYM fs 	 returned in the calling routine-through /CK2DI/.


The procedure incorporated in ITQUAD is outlined below:,


Step A. 	 (ITQUAD line numbers 7 and 8)


Initialize AR(1), AR(2), and ARK(3) to zero,


Step B. 	 (ITQUAD line numbers 9 through 49)


Integrate over zone 1; compute AR(1)
 

BI. (ITQUAD line numbers 10 through 13)


XL is a nominal element dimension against


which other element dimensions are compared








If D/XL< 	 ZERO, D = 0. 
B2. (ITQUAD line number 14)


If x3 - x4 = 0, AR(1) = 0. This convention








B3. (ITQUAD line numbers 15 and 16)


Set up y = A + B x 
B4. (ITQUAD line numbers 20 through 22)


For B = 0, yM+l = AM+' 






For B > 0, y = C(1) x + C(2) x + ... C(M2)








(x 4 + x) = CC(1) x + CC(2) x + CC(N+I) (29) 
B7. (ITQUAD line numbers 45 through 49)


Compute the AR(1) integral by calling DSUM.


Data is transferred to and from DSUM through












Step C. (ITQUAD line numbers 51 through 54) 
Integrate over zone 2; compute AR(2). 
If x4 = 0, AR(2) = 0. 
Step D. (ITQUAD line numbers 56 through 75) 
Integrate over zone 3; compute AR(3). 
Dl. (ITQUAD line numbers 59 through 68) 
N N N+I 
(x2 + X) = CC(1) x + CC(2) x + ... CC(N+I) (31) 
D2. 
D3. 
(ITQUAD line numbers 69 through 73) 
Call DSUM to compute 
Tf C 14_+1 
SUM jC(1 ) ICC(i) x + ... CC(N+2)J d 
0 
(ITQUAD line number 75) 
Compute AR(3) 
(32) 










DSUM (PARENT ROUTINE = ITQUAD)






=N} f B(1) x + B(2) x + ... B(N+I) (34) 
MMJ f 2 =C(1) x N-I +... C(NM) xM±I-NM (35)l xN +C(2) 
C 
T = integrating limit 







SuM = fl f 2 dx (36) 
0 




su= B(1) C(1) x + [3(1) C(2) + B(2) C(I x (37) 




+ ... + B(N+I) C(MM) x I dx 
SUM is evaluated by taking each term of the above summation and









D = f [I B(I) * C(1) x ] dx, where (38) 
I=IB 
0 





The work performed by element stress resultants acting through boundary






W = I Wn, 
where Wn is the work performed along the nth element boundary.


Associated with each element boundary is a boundary reference frame,









Element Reference Frame (x-y-z)x


extends from i through j, and z is directed
y is parallel with z; x 
toward the element interior. Points lying along i-j are located by


x = tI + x cos8 and y = t3 + x sinO.


Functions characterizing the deformation of boundary n are


u (G) = displacement in direction-z,


v (x-)= displacement in direction-x


w (x) = displacement in direction-y,


(X) = rotation about axis -, and 




The element stress resultants acting along boundary n of a coupled



















Wn =f (Nu+ Nv + %w+ +M 0) dx. 
0 
= = where Pl = Nu, P 2 = Nv P 3 = Mu P4 M P5 ' 
UI = u, U2 = v, U3 = , 4 = 8, and U5 = w, the above expression 
is written as 
L 




For a pure membrane formulation k=1, 2. For pure plate-bending


k=3, 4, 5. For coupled membrane plus bending k=1 through 5.


Each boundary stress resultant, Pk, and each boundary deformation


















NA-I , (41) 





















= 7 C caa 
coefficients and Q represents the vector of intrinsic nodal motions,

the following transformations are performed:














Summing over all sides


B* ~~nsides 5 * ~ T(4 
W B TQ, where T = ca TaqX (44) 
n=1 k=1 












































TGEN (PARENT ROUTINE = K2D)


The following inputs are supplied through the TGEN calling sequence'


IBM 1 	 element membrane stress-resultant distribution 
BM 	 matrices (see K2D)








IBBl 	 element plate-bending stress-resultant
 

BB J 	 distribution matrices (see K2D) 






MA4PQ = 	 element degree-of-freedom map


NBT = 	 NBM + NBB


NQT = 	 number of element intrinsic degrees of freedom


X, 	 X(I,J) = direction-I position relative to the


element reference frame of node J


NI I NI(n) = i, NJ(n) j , the nth element boundary 
NJ connects element nodes i and j. 
TGEN directs the computation of the boundary work matrix T(NBT,NQT).


The procedure incorporated in TGEN is outlined belo:


Step (TGEN line numbers 13 and 14)


Set up MAPU(3,5) via data statement. For


MAPU(1,J) = K, the Kt h boundary motion


function is associated with the jth boundary


stress resultant for computing boundary


work. MAPU(,J) and MAPU(3,J) pertain to








(J = IP, pg 36 and K = IU, pg 47)


Step (TGEN line numbers 18 through 20)








Steps C through G are repeated for each boundary.


Step C. (TGEN line numbers 24 through 37)


Set up the boundary geometry as:


TI = x location of boundary origin


T3 = y location of boundary origin


ZL = boundary length


CS = cos 0, 0 = angle between x and x


SN = sin 6








I = 1,Nul membrane resultants


IP =2, Nvj active if NBM > 0.


IP 4, bending resultants


IP 5, QwJ active if NBB > 0.
 

Step D. (TGEN line numbers 40 through 55)


For membrane stress resultants (IP=I and IP=2)


TTGEN is called with a final argument of 1. For








Calls to TTGEN, RGEN, and TCB result in the


computation of arrays representing Xc and Tcb







Step E. (TGEN line numbers 56 through 68)


The boundary deformation function associated


with stress resultant IP is set up by AGEN


with the final argument IU. IU = MAPU(1,IP).


NMA represents Xa (Eq. 41). The transformation


matrix Taq (Eq. 43) is stored in a mapped











Step F. (TGEN line number 70) 






Xt a dx (Eq. 42). 
Xca is stored in the array XNCNA. 
Step G. (TGEN line number 77) 
CXA performs the transformation 
Tcb Xca Taq (Eq 43). 





TTGEN (PARENT ROUTINE = TGEN)


The following inputs are supplied through the TTGEN calling sequence:


IKIND = 1, membrane stress resultants


= 2, plate-bending stress resultants


T1 	 I boundary line equation


T2 x = Ti + T2 x x-y = element ref. frame (45) 
T3 y T3 + T4 x x = boundary ref. frame 
T4 
The following arrays are returned through the TTGEN calling sequence:








NMC(1,NC) = 	 representation of X (Eq. 40)


NMC (2,NC) is not used.


The procedure incorporated in TTGEN is outlined below.


Step A. 	 (TTGEN line numbers 4 through 6)


For membrane stress resultants, TT6X3


is called to generate TT(NX,NC).
 

Step B. 	 (TTGEN line numbers 8 through 10)


For bending stress resultants, TT1OX3


is called to generate TT(NX,NC).


Step C. 	 (TTGEN line numbers 12 through 16)












TT6X3 (PARENT ROUTINE = TTGEN)

















The transformation matrix T is returned through the TT6X3 calling


sequence. Where x and y refer to element reference frame axes and






r T(6,3) [ or X = T X (46)


The X vector corresponds to the assumed membrane stress-resultant








TTIOX3 (PARENT ROUTINE = TTGEN)











The transformation matrix TT is returned through the TT1OX3 calling


sequence. Where x and y refer to element reference frame axes and x

























The Xb vector corresponds to the assumed bending stress-resultant








RGEN (PARENT ROUTINE = TGEN)


The following inputs are supplied through the RGEN calling sequence*


IP 1, Nu 
=2, Nv IP identifies the active 
=3, Mu boundary stress resultant. 
=4, Mv 
= 5, Qw 
SN = sin 0 Define the orientation of the boundary


CS - cos 01 relative to the element ref. frame.


The array R is returned through the RGEN calling sequence. R is used


to perform the transformation from element stress resultants to


boundary stress resultants. The figures below indicate the transformation








N x (boundary ref. frame axis) 
VuN

 j!;. [N.] [SN2CS-CS2 2SN-CS] [Nx 




M 5 (boundary ref. frame axis) 
Nu x 2 20w M 2 2I
Uw M 1Q N = SN CS -SN CS (CS -SN) -
SM', 21 
 [-SN2 - S-2CS SN (W 
M CX)Q 
Q D [-SN CS] [Q ] 
K2D-41 
The R array is computed such that for 
IP=1: Nu = R(3) NX Ny ,-IP=2: Nv = vNy 
R(3) Nx , 
IB=3: Hu= R(5) FM1 
MY 
, P=4: Mv = R(5) Mxand 
my (50-54) 




TCB (PARENT ROUTINE = TGEN)




















Fli] [BlI b i B12 b3 11 a the assumed element (56) 
S2 = stress-resultant distribution 
1 (either membrane or bending) 






P = (RI R2 -'RNI) [11 e transformation from element (57) 
21 stress resultants to 
[SN See RGEN.
j SeendryEN stress resultants.


Z 12 Z I  [ 11 - [ii a transformation from (58) 










Substituting Eqs. 58 and 56 into Eq. 57 yields the following


jz 11 12 z. 1 ( 












Comparing like terms of the above equation (i.e like powers of 5) yields















The following 	 inputs are supplied through the TCB calling sequence.
 

NI 1 	 matrices characterizing the 
IB(NI,NJ) 	 originate in K2D.
 

R(NI) = 	 element stress resultant to boundary 
stress resultant transformation 
array. R is created in RGEN. 
NC 	 transformation from boundary


Z(NJ,NC) 	 coordinates to element coordinates.


Z is created in TTGEN.


NB 	 number of stress resultant coefficients


used in the formulation











AGEN (PARENT ROUTINE = TGEN)


Displacements and rotations relative to the boundary reference frame


































For boundary i-j a deformation function, Uk (Eq. 41), of the following 
form is assumed: 




The vector of polynomial coefficients is expressed'in terms of the 











Transformation from the element reference frame to the boundary 








h = i or j. 
For the above equation, the AGEN array IDQ would contain: 
















A(NA,NQA) q, where (64) 
J 
The following inputs are supplied through the ACEN calling sequence


ZL = boundary length 
SN = sine, orientation of the boundary 
CS = cos 9J relative to the element ref. frame 
IU = 1, displacement in 5 direction 
= 2, displacement in y direction 
= 3, displacement in E direction 
= 4, rotation about R-axis 
= 5, rotation about Y-axis


= 6, rotation about i-axis


= 7, for warped boundary (not currently used)


The following arrays are returned through the AGEN calling sequence:


A(NA,NQA) the meanings of these arrays are 
IDQ(NQ ) 
NANQA 
as indicated in the preceding 
discussion 
NQ1 
NMA(1,NA) = representation of Xa 




The procedure incorporated in AGEN is outlined below-
Step A. (AGEN line numbers 4 through 106) 
Set up NA, NQI, NQIB, IDQ, AB, and D 
according to-the input value of IU. 
IU I (AGEN line numbers 11 through 20) 
Uk = displacement in R-direction 
= a, + a2 x 
a~] ['1 L l L ]La2 'I/L i /L qL+J (65) 
-h [CS SN] {I] (66) 
IU = 2 (AGEN line numbers 22 through 42) 
Uk = displacement in 5-direction 
a, + a2 R + a 3 2+ a4 R 











IU - 3 (AGEN line numbers 44 through 53)


Uk = displacement in i-direction


= a, + a2 R


1 0 ] jq13 169) 
a2 
I a 
- /L ii/L L J 




IU= 4 (AGEN line numbers 55 through 64)


= rotation about the x-axis 








a2 -l/L I 1L







IU = 5 (AGEN line numbers 66 through 74) 




=l I-/t] [i] 






IU = 6 (AGEN line numbers 76 through 95) 









= al + a2 R + 
I 0 0 q (75)
0 1
al 
a2 -6/L2 -4/L2 6/32 -2/L ] 6 





IU = 7 (AGEN line numbers 98 through 104) 
U = displacement in the y-direction for 
warped membranes a + a
 

= [ -1/L I/L L2(7 
h qh (78) 
2 3 
S (AGEN line numbers 107 through 111)


Set up NMA(I,I), I = I,NA. NMA












NMA(I,1) = 0, 1.














Step C- (AGEN line numbers 112 and 113) 









ATD (PARENT ROUTINE = AGEN)









| The contents of these arrays




NQA = 2 * NQI 










NCALNA (PARENT ROUTINE = TGEN)


The following inputs are supplied through the NCALNA calling sequence:


XL = 	 boundary length 
NMC, 	 for X (J) = k, NMC(I,J) = k
c 
NMC(2,J) is not used


NMA, 	 for Xa(J) = xk, NMA(1,J) = k


NMA(2,J) is not used
 











NALFA1 	 these arrays pertain to warped


ALFA 	 element boundaries and are not


SIGN ] 	 currently used 
NCALNA computes and returns through the calling sequence the array Z.










The procedure incorporated in NCALNA is outlined below






C n - . (XL)N+I d (1+) ,where 
N = NMC(I,I) + NMA(1,J)


Since NCALNA is called several times for each


element 	 boundary, the integral of RN may be


required repeatedly. To avoid duplicate


calculation, the common block /CK2DS/ containing














If IQX(I) = 0, QX(I) has not been computed. 
If IQX() 0
, QX(I) has been computed and


is present in CK2D5.


Step B. (NCALNA line numbers 15 through 24)


This portion of the code pertains to warped











CXA (PARENT ROUTINE = TGEN) 

The following inputs are supplied through the CXA calling sequence: 

C(NC,NBC) = Tcb of Eq. 43, from TCB 

X(NC,NA) = Xc of Eq. 43, from NCALNA 
ca 
A(NA,NQA) 	= T of Eq. 43, from AGENaq 
NA 
NQA	 dimensions of the above matrices
C 
INBC 




NBT = 	 number of assumed stress resultant 

coefficients in the formulation 

INCB 	 row increment 





NQI 	 j see AGEN 
NODES = 2 for current application 
NIJ(1) = 
NIJ(2) = 
i]j this boundary connects nodes i and j 
The following arrays are returned through tbe CXA calling sequence: 
T(NBT,NQT) = T(NBT,NQT) + C X A (83) 
TMP(NBC,NA)= C X = temporary array (84) 
The procedure incorporated in cXA is outlined below: 
Step A. (CXA line numbers 9 through 13) 
Compute TMP(NBC,NA) = C X 
K2D-55 
Step B. (CXA lne numbers 15 through 27)


Compute T(NBT,NQT) = TMP(NBC,NA) • A


The row location in T of the product TMP.A


is controlled by the increment INCB. The


column location is controlled by the three


maps MAPQ, IDQ, and NIJ.
 

NIJ(1) NIJ(ND) = NODE NIJ(NODES) 













MA'Q(NODE,IIQ) = JT 
The product of TMP with this


column of A is added to


column JT of T.







SSTM (PARENT ROUTINE = K2D) 
The following inputs are supplied through the SSTM calling sequence: 
H(NHD,NHD) = inverse of the element 
strain energy matrix 
T(NHD,NQ) = boundary work matrix 
NIID dimensions of the above matrices 
NQ 
NB = -HD In the current application 
The following arrays are returned through the SSTM calling sequence: 
STM(NB,NQ) = element stress matrix 
S(O) = element stiffness matrix 
The following procedure is incorporated in SSTM: 
Step A. (SSTM line numbers 3 through 7) 
Compute STM = HT (86) 
Step B. (SSTM line numbers 8 through 14) 
Compute S = T HT = T STM. S is 
stored by column such that 
S= 'S1 S2 S 
S 3 S5 
S6 







The routines comprising the K2D element formulation are listed, in























5: *j IBB(5,1O),BB(5,10),XYB(10),IXYBC2,10) 








































20: * 3, 6, 4, 10, 6, O, 
21: * 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 0, 
22: * 1, 7, 6, O, O, 10, 
23: * i., I. 1, 1., 1. 0., 
24: l1., ., 1., 1., 1., 0o., 






28: * O, i, O, 2, 0, I, 




33: * 1, 01 6, 0 4, O, 14, 12, 10, 0, 
34: * 2, O, 5, 0, 7, O, 13, 15P 11, 0, 
3* 3, 0, 9, 0, 8, 0, 0, Of 14, 15, 
36: * 6, 8, 14, 15, 10, 0, 0, 0, O, 0O 
37: * 7, 9, 1 , O, 15, 14, O, 0, 0,0, 
3b: * 1,, 0., 1o 0. l., Og lop ley 1qi 0o, 
39: * 1.,0., 1., 0. , 1. 0. Ip l.1 ., 0i.o 
40: * 1., 0o, 1., 0.i, l. o., 0., 0., 1., 1., 









45: * o,O 1 I 0, 2, O, 1, l, 
46: * 0, C, 0p 0P 1y - 1, 0, 2p 1 I, 
K2D-58 











52: * O, o, 0, O, 0, 
53: * 1 0, 0, 0p 0, 
54: * 2, 3p 0 0 O 




57: * 0, 0, 0p 0, 0,


5b: 0 O i 2,
0, 3p
 
59: * O,0, 4, 5, 6,


















66: DO 600 1=1,2


























































86: DO 100 IN0DE=1,NSIDES































































106: IF(JUMP(I)*NE,O) GOTO 150






































119: IF(JUMP(2).NE.O) GOTO 250













































































8: DATA NCsNSMPNSB I 3,3,5 / 






















15: DO 800 !=i.NBT


16: 00 800 Ja1,NBT











20: IF(NBM°GToO.AND.NBB0 GT°O) NBOTHa1








23: IF(NBMoLEoO) GOTO 400











27: 	 500 K=O


28: DO 700 Jsl,3











32: 	 700 A(JII)DAA(K)


























41: 	 900 A(JI 9 3)=AA(K)




















48: 	 250 A(IPJP2)=AA(K)































































































79: 1000 WRITE(6p3000) KwNEXT


80: 3000 FORMAT( 38H0*** INSUFFICIENT CORE FOR COMPUTING H





















i: SUBROUTINE HGEND(NBsINCBNBT, NCCXYIXYIPXRIPYP 3 H NXIBBNS



























11: DO 400 Iv1,NC
 

























20: IF(IIB.LEoO) GOTO 500






































32: 00 200 IC1lNC

























































1: SUBROUTINE HMBGLN(NBMNBBNCMNCB,C,IPXM,IPYM, PM,IPXBIPYBPB












































16: DO 200 IC-l,NCM






































































































17: 10 DO 11 J=IDIX 






























28: A(IDID) a ABS(A(IDPID))







































































































63: 00 35 J=uN 







































































































































































50:C* INTEGRATE ZONE 2




















57: IF(ABS(X3MX2*XM)oLTZERO) GOTO 600














































































































































































3: DIMENSION IBM(3,1), BM(3,1h)IBB(5,1),BB(5,1)

























13: DATA ((MAPU(IJ),I1,3),J=-,5) I 3, O,-2, 1, 2, O, 6, 0-5, 










id: DO 100 1-1,NBT








21: DO 200 ISIDE-1,NSIDES




















































39: DO 500 IP-l5


40: IF(JUMP(5hoNE.O) GOTO 700


41: IF(IP.GT.2) GOTO 600





















































5b: IF(IUU.EQol) GOTO 900


59: IF(IWARP.EQ.9) GOTO 800


60: IF(IUU.EQ.2.AND.NALFA(ISIDE).EQ.O) GOTO 800


61: IF(IUU.EQ.3.AND.NGAMA(ISIDE)hEQ.O) GOTD 800























69: 150 IF(JUMP(7).NE.O) GOTO 250


70: IF(IUU.EQ*1) CALL NCALNA(ZLXNCNA,NMCNMANCNAs


71: * OIALFAJSIGN) 
72: IF(IUU.EQ.2) CALL NCALNA(ZLXNCNANMCNMANCNA


73: * NALFA(ISIDE)jALFA(lISIDE)jSIGN) 
74: IF(IUU.EQ.3) CALL NCALNA(ZLXNCNANMCNMANCNA,


75: * NGAMA(ISIDE),GAMA(IISIDE) SIGN)





























































































3: DO 150 I.i,6

































































3: 00 200 IllO


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6: DO 200 IAulNA



































i SUBROUTINE NCALNA(XLSZDNMCP NMAjNCjNA,NALFAALFA,SIGN)








4: DO 100 Im1,NC




































































1: SUBROUTINE CXA[CXATTMPNANwANQTNC,NBCNBTINCB,MAPQ, IDQ 
2: *, NODESNIJNQ1) 
3: DIMENSION X(NCNA)PA(NAiNQA)jT(NBT,NQT),TMP(NBCNA) 
4: *J C(NCNBC),IDQ(NQ1),NIJCNODES),MAPQ(4,1) 
5:C 
6:C*** THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES T-CCTRANSPOSE)*X*A 
7:C*** RESULT IS ACCUMULATED. T MUST BE INITIALIZED OUTSIDE 
8:C 
9: DO 100 I-INBC 







12: DO 100 KINC



































24: IF(JT.LE.O) GO TO 200




















1: 	 SUBROUTINE SSTMCHTSSTMNHDNBiNQ)


2: 	 DIMENSION HLNHDNHD),T(NHDNQ),S(1),STM(NB,NQ)


3: O0 100 IINB


















9: 	 00 200 IsINQ 









































EXPE 1.0 - TEPMIMDLOGY: 
FoR EACH ELEMENT; AN "ELEMENT REFERENCE FRAME" IS DEFINED


USING THE SAME CONVENTION AS FOR STANDARD SPRP ELEMENT


TYPEs E319 E419 S41 S61i AND S81; THAT ISO THE X AXIS IS


DIRECTED FROM NODE I THROUGH NODE 29 AND NODE 3 LIES IN THE


FIRST FUADPNT OF THE X-Y PLANE.


THE FOLLOWING SYMBOLS WILL BE USED IN EYPLRINING HOW TO EMPLOY


THE EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT CAPABILITY:


NAME DIMENSION 	 DEFINITION


TYPE 	 A 4-CHARACTER RLPHANIJMEPIC WORD ASSIGNED 
BY THE USER TO IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR ELEMENT 
FORMULATION ANALOGOUS TO THE STANDARD 
ELEMENT TYPE CODES (E21, E439 S819 ETC.). 
A MODEL MAY CONSIST OF ANY OF THE STANDARD 
ELEMENT TYPES, PLUS ONE OP MOPE TYPES OF 
EPERIMENTAL ELEMENTS. THERE IS NO SPECIFIC 
LIMIT ON THE NUMPEP OF TYPES OF EXPERIMENTAL 
ELEMENTS. 
MAJOR 	 ELEMENTS APE CLASSIFIED AS:


MAJOR = I FOP LINE ELEMENTS, E.G. E21- E22.


MRJOP = 2 FOP 21 ELEMENTS' E.G. E31' E43.


MAJOR M 3 FOP 3D ELEMENTF E.G. £81, F41.


MINOR 	 AN INTEGER RSIGNED BY THE USER TO IDENTIFY


A SPECIFIC ELEMENT TYPE. A UNICUE "MINOp"


IS DEFINED FOP EACH "TYPE."


N 	 THE NUMPER OF NODES PEP ELEMENTHMINIMUM = 3. 
MAVIMUM = 32). ExPERIMENTAL PEAM ELEMENTS 
SHOULD BE MODELLED A? 3-NODE ELEMENTS' USING 






M 	 NCN + 1)4"2. SEE K. CM' KG PELOw. 
NDF 	 NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOH PER NODE, EITHER 




NNDF 	 THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM PEP 
ELEMENTi N TIMES NDF. SEE U AND F PELOW. 
(3,N) 	 RELATIVE TO THE ELEMENT REFERENCE FRAME, THE


DIRECTION I POSITION COORDINATE OF ELEMENT












NAME DIMENSIOj 	 DEFINITION


U (NNDP> 	 ELEMENT NODAL MOTION VECTOR. WHERE MIJ AND


PIJ ARE DIRECTION I DISPLACEMENT AND ROTATION
 

COMPONENTS (RELATIVE TO THE ELEMENT REFERENCE


PRAME) OF ELEMENT NODE J9 THE ORDER OF TERMS


IN U IS AS PMLLOWNS IF NDF=6:


DI r21 D31 Rll P21 R31 D12 D22 m32 P12 - -
IF NPF = 39 THE ORDER IS THE SAME9 EXCEPT


THE ROTATION TERMS 	 ARE NOT PRESENT.


NONE OF THE USER-WRITTEN SUPROUTINES ACCESS


EITHER U OR Fy DEFINED BELOW. U AND F APRE 
DEFINED HERE ONLY FOR USE IN DEFINING OTHER 
ARRAYS WHICH MUST ME GENERATED IN USER-
WRITTEN ROUTINES. 






P (NP) 	 ELEMENT PROPERTY ARRAY. THE CONTENT OF P


N4PpoP 	 IS ESTABLISHED MY THE USER. TYPICAL ITEMS


ARE MATERIAL AND SECTION PROPERTIES' OPTION 
CDNTROLLERS' ETC. BEFORE EXECUTING ELD, 
THE USER MUST CRERTEY VIA AUS/TABLE. A TABLE 
NAMED XXXX ETAB 2 N4PRDP WHERE N4PRDP 
IS ANY INTEGER GREATER THAN 100. EACH LINE 
IN THIS TABLE IS A P ARRAY, APPLICABLE TO 
ONE OR MORE INDIVIDURL ELEMENTS9 R ESTAB-
LISHED VIA THE NZECT POINTER IN ELI. 
S (NS) 	 THE ELEMENT -STRESS" STATE VEcTR. THE 
CONTENT OF S IS ESTAELISHED 7Y THE USER. 
TYPICAL TERMS IN S -RE STRESS FIELD COEFFI-
CIENTS, ST RAINS, STRESS RESULTANTS. ETC. 
SEE THE DEFINITION 	 OF 9- P9 AND D MELDW.


C' (N) 	 THE ELEMENT "THERMAL" LOAD VECTOR. THE 
CONTENT OF 0 IS ESTSLISHED BY THE USER. 
TYPICAL COMPONENTS OF 0 PRE COEFFICIENTS 
OF TEMPERATURE OR DISLOCATION FUNCTIONS, 
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS9 ETC.9 DEFINED IN ANY 
MANNER THE USER FINDS CONVENIENT. SEE THE


DEFINITION OF THE C AND D MATRICES BELOW. 
THE 0 VECTORS FOR INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS ARE 
CONSTRUCTED VIA AUS/ELDATA. THE NODAL 
TEMPERATURE AND NODAL PRESSURE ARRAYS 9IF 









NAME DIMENSION 	 DEFINITION


Y (N) 	 ELEMENT NODAL WEIGHT DISTFIpUTION. THE WEIGHT


OF AN ELEMENT = Y(I) + Y(2) + - - - Y(N). 
PROCESSOR E USES Y IN CONSTRUCTING THE SYSTEM 
DIAGONAL MASS MATRIXP DEM. 
r (NDFNDF M) 	 THE ELEMENT STIFFNESS HATRIX, ARRAYED AS H 
SUPMATRICEEP EACH DIMENSIONED NDF PY NDF: 
K(-,-,1) 	 K(-i-,2> K(-9-,4> - - ­
K&--,3) V -'-,5) - - ­
=K	 K--,6) - - -
SYMMETRIC 	 K (--,M) 
<NNDFPN) 	 THERMAL FORCE INFLUENCE MATRIX. TOTAL


ELEMENT NODAL FORCES ARE:


F = K U + C 0 
P CNS9NNDF) 	 MECHANICAL STRESS RECOVERY MATRIX. 
D (NS9NV) 	 THERMAL STRESS RECOVERY MATRix. THE TOTAL 
STRES AS COMPUTED iy GSF5 iE: 
S=PU + DO 
CM (NDF9NDF.M) 	 ELEMENT CONEISTENT MASS MATPIXq ARRAYED THE 
SAME AS K. 
KG <DFNDFM) 	 FLEMENT INITIAL-STRESS STIFFNESS MATRIY 




EXPE 2.0 - USEP WRITTEN SUEPDUTINES:


To IMPLEMENT EYPERIMFNTAL ELEMENTS9 THE USER MUST CODE THE


FOLLOWING ROUTINES AND INCORPORATE THEM INTO THE INDICATED


PROCESSORS REPLACING EMPTY ROUTINES HAVING THE SAME NAMES


IN THE STANDARD VERSION OF SPARP. IT IS PERMISSIBLE TO OMIT














E DMEXPE( MAJORPMINORQNNDFRPX, Y)


EKS KEXPE( MAJORMINORN.NDFoP%, V P,Cf)


m CMEXPE( MAJOPMINOPRNNlFPX CM)

KG KGEXPE( MAJOPMINORNNDFPXqS KG)


THE PRIMARY LIMITATION ON THE EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT CAPAPILITY


IS THE TOTAL LENGTH OF AN ELEMENT INFORMATION PACKET IN THE


E- TATE, WHICH IS 









1 12 + N 
2 0 
3 9 + 12N 
4 (P) NP 
5 (K) M X NDF X NDF 
6 (R) NS X NNDF 
7 (S) NE 
8 (C) NNDF X NV 
9 (D) NS X NV 
THE RELATED LIMITATIONS ARE:








- ALL PROCESSORS ACCESSING THE E-STRTE (E.G.. V, M, KG, EONF,


5SF) REPUIRE SUFFICIENT CENTRAL MEMORY TO LOAD AT LEAST


ONE COMPLETE ELEMENT INFORMATION PACKET., IN ADDITION TO














ALTHOUGH THE EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT CAPABILITY HAS BEEN STRUCTURED


SUCH THAT THERE ARE FEW SIZE RESTRICTIONSY USERS SHOULD PE


AWARE THAT EXTREMELY LARGE ELEMENT INFORMATION PACKETS WILL








EXPE 3.0 - PPOGPAM EXECUTION:


EXECUTIONS PPDCEED THE SAME AS IN A STRNDAPP RNALYSISY EXCEPT


THAT BEFORE EXECUTING ELD, THE USER MUST EXECUTE AUS/TRELE TO


CONSTPUCT, FOR EACH TYPE OF EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT A TARLE


NAMED XXXX PTAP 2 N4PpOP. THE IDENTIFYING INTEGER? N4PpOPJ


MAY BE ANY NUMBER GPEATER THAN 100. EACH LINE IN THIS TABLE 
IS A P ARPPAY AS PREVIOUSLY DEFINED) CONTAINING THE MATERIAL 
AMD SECTION CONSTANTS APPLICABLE TO ONE OP MOPE ELEMENTS. 
IT IS ALSO MANDATORY THAT A MATEPIAL CONSTANT DATA SET BE


GENERATED IN TRPE EVEN THOUGH THE EXPEPHENTAL ELEMENTS DO


NOT REFERENCE MATC. THIS IS PEPUIPED BECAUSE PROCESSOp E








EYPERIHENTAL ELEMENTS APE DEFINED IN EL RE ILLUSTRATED BELOW. 
WITHIN THE SAME ELD EXECUTION' OTHER ELEMENT TYPES EITHER 






S DEFINE ALL ELEMENTS OF A GIVEN TYPE:


EXPE TYPEP MAJof MINORS N NDFY NS No. N4PpOPS 
t4SECT=v $ LINE V OF XXXX BTAB 2 N4PROP IS "P" FOR 
ELEMENTS DEFINED SUPSEUENTLY. 
JI J2 - - JN$ FIRST ELEMENT CONNECTS JOINTS JI J2 - -JN. 
J1 J2 - - JN* SECOND ELEMENT 
I4SECT=s S LINE J OF XXXX PTAP 2 N4PROP IS "P" FOR 
SELEMENTS DEFINED SUPSEVUENTLY. 
si j2 - - JN$


.ul JR2 - - JN$ 
NSECT Is THE ONLY TABLE POINTER COMMAND APPLICABLE TO EXPERIMENTRL 
ELEMENTS. THE MOD. INC AND GPOUP COMMANDS FUNCTION THE SPHE AS 
FOP THE STANDPRD ELEMENTS. THE STANDARD MEFH GENERATION FACIL-
ITIES MAY BE USED FOR EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENTS HAI/ING THE SAME 
NODAL ARRANGEMENT AS STANDARD ELEMENTS. 
IF THERMAL LOADING IS PPESENT$ AN ELDATA-FOPHAT DATA SET NAMED 
TEMP TYPE ISET ICASE MUST BE CREATED VIA AUJ/ELDATA BEFORE 










E=I V1V2 - - PNP$ OCNt ITEMS) FOP ELEMENT 19 GROUP 1.








THE FUNCTIONS PEPFOPMED PY SPAP PPOCESSORS IN SUPPOPT OF


EYPERIMENTAL ELEMENTS APE SUMMAPIZED BELOW. HONE OF THE OTHER







ELD PROCESSES ELEMENT DEFINITIMNS9 AND CPEATES DEF, GD, 
GTIT. AND DIP DATA SETS. 
TOPO ACCOUNTS FOP PPESENCE OF EYPEPIMENTAL ELEMENTS IN 
CONSTPUCTING THE TOPOLOGICAL APPAY!, KMIAP AMAP. 
ENABLING SYSTEM MATRIX ASSEMBLY AND FACTORING TO 
BE PERFORMED. 
E CREATES THE F-STATE DATA SETS FOR EXPEPIMENTAL 
ELEMENTSY IN SKELETAL FORM. ADDS CONTRIBUTION 
OF EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT WEIGHTS TO DEM. 
EKS INSERTS THE K, P' C, AND D ARPRYS INTO THE E-STATE. 
K INCLUDES EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT K's IN SYSTEM K. 
M INCLUDES EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT CM'S IN SYSTEM CEN. 
KG INCLUDES EYPEPIMENTAL ELEMENT KG'S IN SYSTEM KG. 
ALI- PERMITS LOADING OF TEMP TYPE DATA SETS l'IA ELDATA. 
EQIF ADDS CONTRIBUTION OF EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT FIXED-
JOINT FORCES TO EVUIVALENT NODAL FORCE RPRPAYS. 
CK-F COMPUTES S FOR EACH ELEMENT. INCLUDING THERMRL 
EFFECTS, IF PPESENT. S IS EMFEDDED IN THE E-STRTE 
FOR USE rY VG. IF PEVUESTED ISr THE EMBED RESET 
CONTROL. S 1S NOT PRINTED BY GSF UNLESS OHLINE=2. 
STPS TYPE DATA SET APE NOT PRODUCED BY GSF FOP 





THE FUNCTIONS PERFOPHED PY SPAP PPOCESSORS IN SUPPORT OF 
EYPEPIMENTAL ELEMENTS SPE SUMMAPIZED BELOW. HONE OF THE OTHER







ELI PROCESSES ELEMENT DEFINITIONS, AND CPEATES DEF, GD, 
GTITo AND DIP DATA SETS. 
TOPD ACCOUNTS FOR PRESENCE OF EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENTS IN 
CONSTRUCTING THE TOPOLOGICAL APPYEP rMAP, AMAP0 
ENAPLING SYSTEM MATRIX ASSEMPLY AND FACTORING TO 
PE PERFORMED. 
E CREATES THE F-STATE DATA SETS FOP EYPERIMENTAL 
ELEMENTS IN SKELETAL FORM. ADDS CONTRIPUTION 
OF EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT WEIGHTS TO DEM. 
ES INSERTS THE V' P. C' RND D ARRAYS INTO THE E-STRTE. 
K INCLUDES EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT V'F IN SYSTEM K. 
M INCLUDES EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT CM'S IN SYSTEM CEM. 
KG INCLUDES EYPERIMENTRL ELEMENT VG'S IN SYSTEM KG. 
RUS PERMITS LOADING OF TEMP TYPE DATA SETS IA ELDATA. 
E0NF ADDS CONTRIBUTION OF EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENT FIXED-
JOINT FORCES TO EPUI'ALENT NODRL FORCE ARRAYS. 
6SF COMPUTES S FOP EACH ELEMENT- INCLUDING THERMAL 
EFPECTSp IF PRESENT. S IS EMBEDDED IN THE E-STATE. 
FOR USE BY VG' IF PEEUESTED "IA THE EMBED RESET 
CONTROL. S IF NOT PRINTED my GSF UNLESS OHLIME=. 
STPS TYPE DATA SET APE NOT PODLUCED PY GSF FR 
EXPERIMENTAL ELEMENTS. PSF DOES NOT RECOGNIZE 
EVPEPIMENTSL ELEMENTS. 
EXPE 3.0-2


